
Lung reproductive rates 
The octagon.  
In unique A [daughterן]. Of calcium.  
E^x^A^3 = 3 is Light.  
[N4]  
[H5]  
 
Heart Roots and [sub] Roots.  
Instance belonging. Instinctive behavior. Vacates (at0) leftover energy that has not been 
fortified. X-g. Thé square. Of radiations.  

1. Point 1. Uranium. Its green. For real. If you take the body’s filtration degrees and turn it 
into a Subatomic devicé, thé time after it subsidizes is crystal clear. To uRf, a 
[penetration] that 1 subsidizes chloride into chlorophyll systems of the human heart. 
Nitrogen, by backwards measurement equally squares at that exact standpoint. 
Uranium. The median of its radius.  

2. Point 2. If equal behavior substantializes width to 1.5 it’s narrow microscopic clairvoyants 
[between left and right brain connectivity devices] the unit squared (breathing) will be 
substantialized by the amount of milk produced in thé female breast to her baby. It is 
equivalent to the unit 13 of carbon eroplasticity in 1 thé Earth, 2 thé moon and 3 thé 
equivocal body mass [sunן]. Which is the amount of water a chloride System contains (3) 
manufacturât UI root stelms—> thé explodion [radiation in G] of its nutrients, estrogen in 
⅓|½ equilibrium to time and space. And the equality it contains by Bonds —> the quality 
to vision in both 1° q and 3° ù or uR/E. Thé verification to milk (3) takes 2 of its blood to 
breathing systems to reflect the pure light being distributed, due to width. Its FYI lights. 
Wake up. In (1) thé blood vessels (2) thé manufacturât [pure blood] itself. Of the —-> 
atrium.  

 
Heat. Adjacent by its time to pressure. Thé body can only undergo so much in (1) a mass that is 
evolving and (2) a mass on an axis.  
 
Thé turning point. How it clings to:  

1. Thé vacuum; [Lצ] suction devices. The mouth to chlorophyll Systems. 
2. thé time. It needs to produce its milk. Are left ventricle behaviors that (1) décide and 

depend on (1) the mother and (2) its area squared per (1) area of light.  
*In this only (2) can be defined (fortified) as (2) whole units to Gravity under laws of physics by 
(1) its retainer fee of [2.5 reflective bias to —-> feelings]. And it’s dependency on oxygen in 3.5 
[retinal] of retained light that the [left ventricle] holdsן by [society] in (2) adjacent Male forms: 
Reality + Adjacent life cycles.  
 

Stop.  
M::2≠ф 

 


